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Continuing to grow with the further expansion of their engineering 

team, Renkus-Heinz welcomed aboard Paul Peace as Senior  
Loudspeaker Engineer, and Chris Brabander as Firmware Engineer.

Peace joins Renkus-Heinz after more than a decade as founder  
and President of Auditoria, Inc., a loudspeaker and systems  
development company for cinema and commercial AV. Prior to founding 
Auditoria, Peace was Chief Loudspeaker Engineer for IMAX Corporation.

Brabander, a graduate of Cal State Polytechnic University Pomona, 
comes from FEI-Zyfer, manufacturers of precision GPS time and 
frequency systems where he served as Firmware Engineer. His more 
than 20 years of experience also includes engineering positions at Zebra Tech, OneBox Networks, Mosler, and Cardkey. 
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Jérôme Hardy and Martin Broucqsault of 
SoundCo (left) with Ralph Heinz and Håkan 

Sjöö of Renkus-Heinz

Renkus-Heinz has announced the  
appointment of Native Media Sales 

as the company’s sales representatives 
for the Texas, Oklahoma, Arkansas, and 
Louisiana area. 

Native Media Sales founder Michael Austin 
has spent more than 25 years representing  
professional audio’s biggest names, and 
has served on representative councils and 
advisory boards for several manufacturers. 

“Michael and his company have a fresh 
approach and a keen understanding of 
today’s market,” commented Rik Kirby, 
Renkus-Heinz VP of Sales and Marketing.  
“This is an important and influential terri-
tory and we're excited to be working with 
Native Media to grow our presence there.”

“Renkus-Heinz has an amazing history as 
an innovator and a technology leader, and 
we’re thrilled to add them to our client 
list,” added Austin.

Renkus-Heinz has signed with lead-
ing French firm SoundCo to handle 

distribution of Renkus-Heinz products for 
the French market. They will also cover 
Algeria, Morocco and Tunisia, on a non-
exclusive basis.

The company works in multiple entertain-
ment technology sectors including Live 
Sound, MI (including online and retail), 
Installed Sound and Systems Integration, 
Broadcast, and more.

Customers include rental and service 
providers in the performing arts, corpo-
rate and events sectors; integrators and 
installers; recording studios; broadcast; 
distributors (direct sales stores and online) 
and specifiers and end users including 
engineers and sound technicians, set 
designers and stage managers.

“We are delighted to be working with 
SoundCo,” commented Renkus-Heinz 
European Sales Manager Håkan Sjöö. 
“Their deep market knowledge, enthusi-
asm, and broad customer base will help 
position Renkus-Heinz to grow in these 
new markets.”

RENKUS-HEINZ BRINGS ON MORE ENGINEERING

NATIVE MEDIA SALES  
JOINS RENKUS-HEINZ

New Distributor for  
France Announced

Chris Brabander Paul Peace

Renkus-Heinz is pleased to wel-
come Scott Leslie to the position 

of President. 

Scott comes to Renkus-Heinz from 
JBL Professional, where he served 
as Vice President of Engineering. His 
deep industry background includes 
stints at a wide range of technology 
leaders including Sun Microsystems, 
Tektronix, and Altec Lansing. He is 
also founder of Evidant Corporation, 
providers of Business Intelligence 
for IT solutions, where he has held 
executive level positions since 2002.

Scott joins Renkus-Heinz as the 
company is experiencing unprece-
dented growth. Despite the economic 
downturn, Renkus-Heinz has seen 
a substantial surge in sales and has 
significantly grown its engineering 
staff. Leslie’s new position will see 
him spearheading the company’s 
continued expansion, working closely 
with company founder and Chairman 
Harro Heinz.

Renkus-Heinz  
Appoints Scott Leslie  

to President’s Post 
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Dear Reader,

The audio industry was a much different place when Algis Renkus and I 
started Renkus-Heinz back in 1979. Systems were comprised of numerous 
components - loudspeakers, amplifiers, crossovers - usually separate and 
typically from a wide range of different manufacturers. Indeed, the term 
“systems integration” held a far different meaning then.

Technology has evolved since then in ways most people could never have 
even imagined. But that’s our job - to imagine what could be. To create. To 
innovate. 

At Renkus-Heinz we have made it our quest to not merely adapt to new 
technologies, but to embrace them and harness their power in ways others 
have yet to dream of. From co-entrant transducers and RHAON networking 
to the steerable beam technology of Iconyx, Renkus-Heinz has staked our 
reputation on giving you the most powerful tools, and the most advanced 
technologies available. 

It’s a tradition we’re proud of, and one we will continue going forward. New 
products like VARIA and RH Series are just the beginning. As we continue 
to grow as a company, users can look to Renkus-Heinz for even more 
innovation. It is our pledge to continue to bring you the most powerful, 
advanced products and technologies; to continue to give you the advantage.

Sincerely,

Harro Heinz
Chairman, Renkus-Heinz

A 
NOTE 
FROM 

HARRO 
HEINZ

Photo: John Staley
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Manhattan has no shortage of Irish-
themed pubs, but Tir Na Nog is truly 

a cut above. Step in out of the bustling 
midtown traffic and you’re instantly trans-
ported to a High Street local in Galway or 
Cork. 

“The owner, Tony Colbert, owns several 
Irish pubs and takes immense pride in 

Akron, Ohio has a storied history as the 
heart of the US tire business. In April 

of 2012 the city celebrated that proud 
heritage with the opening of Bridgestone 
Americas’ worldwide technical center. De-
signed by architects Harris/Day, the build-
ing features a massive three-story atrium 
area, outfitted with a large video wall, that 
serves as communications hub with the 
company’s Tennessee headquarters.

Of course, three stories of glass, while 
visually stunning, creates a less than opti-
mal acoustical setting. As Gary Matthews 
of Audio Video Interiors explains, even with 
a fair amount of acoustical treatment, the 
environment was a challenging one. 

“They did a great job in treating the back 
wall, which helps a lot, but it’s still a large, 
open, reverberant space, with a high level 

NEWS
Authentic Renkus-
Heinz Sound for  
Authentic Irish Pub

their design,” explains Cardone, Solo-
man and Associates’ Rich Trombitas. “The 
architecture and décor is simply magnifi-
cent.”

Trombitas says the owner was adamant 
that equal attention be paid to the pub’s 
audio system, which includes a cross-sec-
tion of Renkus-Heinz TRX and CFX Series 

loudspeakers and PNX and BPS subwoof-
ers. “Tony wanted a system that sounded 
consistently great no matter where you’re 
sitting, and blended seamlessly with the 
decor.”

The system, installed by Starview Satellite 
of Rego Park, NY, is divided into numerous 
zones, with a primary focus on the main 
dining area and the pub’s expansive bar. 
Sound to the main dining area is handled 
by eight TRX81 two-way 8-inch loudspeak-
ers. A pair of PNX112 subwoofers recessed 
into the walls provides extra low end 
punch. 

Five more TRX81s and a built-in BPS12-
1 sub cover the front bar area, with four 
TRX81s and another BPS12-1 sub for the 
rear. Powersoft amplification drives the 
system.

“The coverage of the TRX-Series aligns 
perfectly with what we needed to accom-
plish in this space,” says Trombitas.

of ambient noise, and intelligibility inevita-
bly suffers.”

The architect’s vision included low-profile 
audio and video components, but the 
design was at odds with that goal. “Their 
original proposal was for 34 loudspeakers 
hung on walls and on ceilings,” says Mat-
thews. “They came to us and asked if there 
was anything they could do differently, 
because they didn’t want to see so many 
speakers.”

AVI  recommended three Iconyx steered 
arrays to cover the entire area. “We went 
from 34 speakers, to three ICX7 units built 
into the video wall. The sound coverage is 
far superior.” 

The loudspeakers are mounted in custom 
built pockets in the walls, rendering them 

BRIDGESTONE TECHNICAL CENTER GETS GREAT SOUND WITH ICONYX
fully unseen.“The Iconyx system was per-
fect for aiming the sound only at the areas 
we wanted to cover, and away from the 
walls and windows,” Matthews concludes.
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GREAT SOUND IS HEARD  
BUT BARELY SEEN AT  

CHICAGO’S UNION LEAGUE CLUB
With roots dating to the Civil War, the Union League Club is one of Chicago’s most 

prominent social clubs. The classic building’s Main Hall hosts events ranging from 
formal dinners to addresses by national and international dignitaries. It’s an exquisitely 
appointed room with high ceilings and massive mahogany beams and columns. As David 
Hecht of Sound Planning Associates explains, the room’s impressive architecture creates 
some interesting acoustical challenges.

“The columns are four or five feet square, making it a challenge to achieve uniform 
coverage throughout the room,” says Hecht. “Also, the stage and seating setup can vary 
from one event to another.”

Sound Planning Associates designed a multi-faceted audio system utilizing 28 CFX81 
complex conic loudspeakers, programmed for several different matrixing options. 
“Depending on where the stage is set up, the speakers fire from that direction, and the 
others are delayed across the room,” says Hecht. “So different groups of speakers are set 
up to work together, depending on the event.”

Hecht chose the CFX Series for their tight and consistent pattern control. “They don’t 
have a ‘hot spot,’ so coverage is nice and even across the entire space.” The speakers 
were custom painted to match the beams, and all wiring is concealed. 

“This is a very distinguished club, catering to clientele accustomed to the best,” observes 
Hecht. “They’ve been very pleased with the system. It sounds great, looks great, and does 
exactly what they needed it to do.”

WORLD

Iconyx Makes Things 
Clear for MannKind 
Pharmaceuticals

2012 US AWARDS:

US Sales Representative of the Year
FREQUENCY SALES
 
US Outstanding Achievement
McFADDEN SALES
CARDONE, SOLOMON & ASSOCIATES
GRIFFITH SALES

Special Recognition
RICHARD HEMBREE, Griffith Sales
BEN SHIPMAN, AVA Audio Video  
Associates, Inc.

Frequency Sales

MannKind Pharmaceuticals’ campus 
in Danbury, CT is home to several 

hundred employees. The campus’ central 
meeting point, a large, multi-purpose  
presentation room, is a bright and  
welcoming space, but Richard Trombitas of 
Cardone, Solomon and Associates explains 
the room’s acoustical challenges. 

“It’s a nice looking space, but not great for 
spoken word intelligibility. It’s got a fairly 
high ceiling and lots of reflective surfaces.” 

“The original system never quite did what 
it was intended to do,” says Traci  
Centofonti, Mannkind’s Director of IT. “The 
coverage was very spotty - some places 
sounded okay, but if you moved a few feet 
over, you could barely make out what was 
being said.”

The solution: dual Iconyx ICX7-II stacks on 
either side of one wall provide even cover-
age all the way to the back of the room. 

Centofanti says the improvement was  
immediate and dramatic. “People are  
more involved and more attentive in  
presentations - they can finally hear  
what’s being said.”

STARS



With the grand State Capitol building 
behind him, Pat McCrory was sworn 

in as the 74th Governor of North Carolina. 
McCrory’s inauguration was held on the 
Capitol’s South Lawn, with the stage facing 
down the vibrant Fayetteville Street corridor.

With highly reflective marble buildings lining 
both sides of the street, the setting present-
ed some daunting obstacles to speech intel-
ligibility. “It was a big challenge to reduce 
slap off the marble buildings,” explains Allin 
Foulkrod, President of Creative Visions. 

Creative Visions deployed two IC Live arrays 
for a low-profile system that delivered every 
word with complete clarity. 

“It was crucial for the TV shots that the 
ceremony not look technology-heavy,” says 
Foulkrod.  “With IC Live, the speakers liter-
ally disappeared.” 

“The sound was crystal clear, and with beau-
tiful articulation. The city’s #1 TV station said, 
‘This was a production designed for televi-
sion.’ It’s the best they’d seen in years.”
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This year’s Nobel Peace Prize went not to a person, but to a continent. The prestigious 
award, given to the EU rather than an individual, was accepted by European Council 

President Herman Van Rompuy and European Commission President Jose Manuel Bar-
roso at a gala award ceremony in Oslo’s City Hall.

The grand marble-floored hall had been permanently fitted with a pair of Renkus-Heinz 
Iconyx IC32 arrays in 2009, in time for President Barack Obama’s own Nobel acceptance 
speech that year. This time, Renkus-Heinz distributor Benum elected to bring in an even 
higher power system for the occasion. The ceremony was delivered through a pair of 
Renkus-Heinz IC Live double stacks, each with a dual IC215S subwoofer, and a single IC 
Live and matching IC215S subwoofer as a delay for the rear of the hall. 

“The hall has very hard acoustics with highly reflective surfaces,” says Benum’s Sverre 
Jøssund. “IC Live is the perfect sound system for an occasion like this where we can use 
its digital beam steering capabilities to focus the sound onto the audience and away from 
the walls and ceiling. Despite its ultra low profile the IC Live system covered the broad 
space and large audience to perfection.” 

NEWS
Renkus-Heinz IC Live Powers  
Nobel Peace Prize Ceremony in Oslo

Distributor of the Year, Europe
BENUM AS (Norway)

Distributor of the Year, Asia 
ELECTRO-ACOUSTICS SYSTEMS  
(Singapore)

Distributor of the Year, Middle East
TECO (Egypt)

International Distributor of the Year
VICHAI TRADING (1983) CO. LTD. (Thailand)

IC LIVE RINGS IN NORTH  
CAROLINA’S NEW GOVERNOR

2012 INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTOR AWARDS:

Special Dedication Awards
AVALLON LTD.  (Russian Federation)

M. OSTROWSKI SP. J.  (Poland)

JOINT VENTURE (The Philippines)

ELECTRO-ACOUSTICS SYSTEMS PTE. LTD. 
(Singapore)

Individual Dedication Award 
STEVEN KEMLAND, FACE (Belgium)

Electro-Acoustics Systems
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VEGAS 
BABY, VEGAS!
Visitors arriving at McCarran Airport  
are guided through baggage claim thanks 
to a new system of 32 Iconyx IC16-R-II  
digitally steerable arrays.

Photos: Ladd Temple
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Fact File                                  

Location
Las Vegas, NV USA
McCarran Baggage Claim Area 
Terminal 1

Loudspeakers
32 – IC16-R-II

Consultant
Coffeen Fricke & Associates. 
Robert Ledo (Sr. VP) and  
Edouard Charland (VP) 

Installed  by 
Ford AV  
Project Manager: Randy Robbins
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Photos: Jonas Domkus

Los Angeles International Airport's busiest terminal 
has undergone a massive expansion project,  

including an enormous high-ceilinged courtyard with 
soaring glass walls. Thanks to a sound system featuring 

several dozen Iconyx digitally steerable arrays,  
passengers throughout the terminal can easily hear and 

understand important announcements.  
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Fact File                                  

Location
Los Angeles, CA USA

Challenges
Provide consistent, even coverage 
and intelligibility over a massive, 
highly reflective indoor environment 
with high background noise

Loudspeakers
IC8-R-II and IC16-R-II 

Consultant
VSA Associates (Buena Park), 
Michael Kalmanson VP

Installed  by 
Direct AV (Hawthorne), 
Sid Lomu and Stan Ames

Architect
Fentress, in assoc with HNTB
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Fact File                                  

Location
Wroclaw, Lower Silesian  
Voivodeship, Poland

Total Area
13,815 m²

Loudspeakers
10 IC8-R & 2 IC16-R Custom Painted

General Contractor
Budimex

Installations Supplier 
TKTelekom

Audio Installations Subcontractor
M.Ostrowski in cooperation with  
Tommex Żebrowscy Sp. J.

Wrocław Central Station (Polish: Wrocław 
Główny) is the biggest and most important 

passenger station of the southwestern Polish 
city of Wrocław. Built in the mid-19th century 

near the centre of the city, until 1945 it was 
known as Breslau Hauptbahnhof ("Breslau 

Central Station"). It also is the biggest railway 
station of Lower Silesia, located at the junction 

of several important routes.
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I hear the trains a comin’
M. Ostrowski sp.j, leading Polish supplier of sound and  
communication systems, successfully completed large scale  
technology makeovers at three prestigious Polish railway  
stations. All now boast Digitally Steered Iconyx solutions as  
part of their recent renovation projects.
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Warsaw Wschodnia (Polish: Warszawa 
Wschodnia) is one of the most important 

railway stations in Warsaw, Poland. Its more 
official name is Warszawa Wschodnia Osobowa 

(literally translated as Warsaw East  
Passenger). It is located on the eastern side 

of the Vistula river, on the border of thePraga 
Północ and Praga Południe district, on the 
Warsaw Cross-City Line. It serves a large 

number of trains as all trains passing through 
the more important Warsaw Central and 

ŚródmieŚcie stations also stop or terminate at 
Wschodnia station

Fact File                                  

Location
Warsaw, Masovian, Poland

Total Area
6,348 m²

Loudspeakers
4 IC16-R & 10 IC16/8-R  
Custom Painted

General Contractor
STRABAG

Installations Supplier 
SYGNITY

Audio Installations Subcontractor
M.Ostrowski
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The original 1972 station was an example of 
modern architecture and the main railway 
hall was designed by Polish architects Wacław 
Kłyszewski, Jerzy MokrzyŚski and Eugeniusz 
Wierzbicki. The hall's design took into account 
the unusual ground conditions of this former 
coal mining region, which is still susceptible to 
tectonic movement.

Fact File                                  

Location
City Centre, Katowice,  
Silesian Voidoship, Poland

Total Area
6,000 m²

Loudspeakers
10 IC16/8-R Custom Painted

General Contractor
STRABAG

Installations Supplier 
TKTelekom

Audio Installations Subcontractor
M.Ostrowski in cooperation with  
Tommex Żebrowscy Sp. J.

From left to right: M.Ostrowski sp.j.'s  Lukasz Tobola (Technical Director), Robert Zielony  
(Sales Manager), Grzegorz Ostrowski (General Manager)
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CRYSTAL CLEAR ON THE 
MÁLAGA METRO

One of Europe’s most historic cities is building a new 
metro rail network. With the expertise of PA/VA  

integrators LDA AudioTech, Iconyx beam steering  
systems will make station announcements crystal clear.

Now dubbed the capital of the Costa 
del Sol in southern Spain, Málaga, 
whose 2,800 year history makes 

the port city one of Europe’s oldest, has a 
profusion of quirky museums including the 
Picasso Museum, a pedestrianized shop-
ping centre, sea port, innovative restau-
rants and stylish hotels, many featuring 
trendy rooftop terraces with bars, pools 
and stunning views. With its subtropical-
Mediterranean climate, Málaga enjoys one 
of the warmest winters in Europe.

The main economic and financial center of 
southern Spain, Málaga thrives on tourism, 
construction and technology services, and 

other sectors such as transportation and 
logistics are beginning to expand, with the 
growth of the Andalusía Technology Park 
(PTA) setting a fine example.

What Málaga also has in abundance, like 
any modern city, is road traffic. From its 
suburbs to the historic old town, its streets 
are crowded with vehicles. That’s why it’s 
about to follow the example of Spain’s 
other large cities with the 2014 opening 
of the Málaga Metro, a light metro train 
network that will eventually see six lines 
built, radiating outwards from the city cen-
tre where the lines are in tunnels, the rest 
being overground. It’s Andalucía’s largest 

infrastructure investment in  
history.

The two first lines are being built as we 
write. Line 1 will reach from the centre to 
the University of Málaga; and Line 2 to the 
José María Martín Carpena Arena. Some 
25 million passengers are expected in 
the first year, and the two lines will con-
nect the centre of the city with access to 
essential services such as hospitals, the 
University campus, the City of Justice, the 
Sports Palace and the port.

Málaga-based LDA AudioTech, Spain’s 
leading specialists in PA/VA, have been 

Fact File                                  

Location
The city of Málaga, Andalusía, Spain

Challenges
Typical subway environment: mixed 
hard surfaces, variable high ambient 
sound levels; requirement to network 
12 separate underground stations, 
with both central and local control

Loudspeakers
Iconyx IC24 and Iconyx IC7

Consultant 
LDA AudioTech

System Supplied by 
LDA AudioTech
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STI of Two Iconyx IC7 in Hall

brought in to provide all audio systems for 
the first phase, covering 22 stations around 
the city, of which 12 are underground in 
the center, the rest at street level. The 
company’s huge experience includes audio 
integration for the metro/subway networks 
of Bilbao and Seville.

Currently being installed, the complex 
design will include 52 separate sound 
systems, in 67 zones. Based on a CobraNet 
network over a dedicated VLAN, everything 
is supervised from a central control station 
20km from the city centre. The network’s 
central station is integrated with train 
and bus terminals, and each station on 
the network is divided into three different 
zones: the booking hall, platforms and an 
interior zone.

Renkus-Heinz Iconyx systems form a key 
part of the project, as LDA marketing man-
ager Diego Velazquez explains. “At every 
underground station at platform level, 

facing the passenger entrance, is a single 
Renkus-Heinz IC24, equipped with an LDA 
STE21 device for Ethernet control, and to 
monitor the array with LDA’s SIME soft-
ware at the central control room. So the 
close integration between Renkus-Heinz’s 
and LDA’s technology provides station 
managers with a combination of centrally 
coordinated announcements, and assur-
ance that everything is working correctly, 
in real time. There’s also complete control 
at local level, with microphones in some 
stations, mostly LDA MCA microphones, an 
8 zone microphone, with LDA STV series 
multi-channel amplifiers and an LDA ZES-
80 digital multi-zone matrix system.”

The IC24’s strengths faced one of their 
toughest tests. Each platform measures 
230ft (70m) long by 25ft (7.5m) wide and 
32ft (10m) high, and with multiple horizon-
tal concrete beams at 16ft (4.9m) above 
platform level. A subway station’s acoustic 
environment is endlessly challenging, but 
Renkus-Heinz’s ever-evolving technol-
ogy makes sound work where it simply 
shouldn’t.

“Iconyx modules, both the digitally steer-
able IC24 with its multiple individual 
beams, and the 37 mechanically steerable 
IC7s that we installed in the 160ft (49m) 
long by 164ft (50m) wide booking halls, of-
fer great audio quality and intelligibility in 
covering large areas,” continues Diego.

“So, by using just one IC24 for each 
platform, it was possible to achieve even 
sound pressure distribution along the area, 
avoiding acoustic shadows that could be 
created by concrete beams and columns. 
Another great ‘plus’ is that they are very 
easy to install and maintain, with no need 
for a complex wiring infrastructure.

“Also challenging in this type of environ-
ment is extreme variations in background 
noise with the arrival and departure of 
trains and the sudden influx of people. To 
solve this issue, we used LDA Dynamic 
Sound Adjust technology which automati-
cally monitors and adjusts the volume level 
of each IC24 in every zone, so it’s deliver-
ing a few dBs above the ambient level, 
without being too loud or too weak. Our 
SIME system also has the ability to detect 
if an announcement might not have been 
intelligible, and in this case the system will 
automatically repeat the message after a 
few seconds.”

As he notes, “Delivering pure announce-
ments is very important to every passen-
ger. In the Málaga Metro it’s remarkable 

to be able to say that in every zone the STI 
is approximately 0.6 or higher, so it has 
speech intelligibility of a quality similar to 
that found in most concert halls.”

The company’s focus spans every sec-
tor – airports, train stations, concert halls, 
sports centers and shopping malls, with 
clients including El Corte Ingles shopping 
malls in every Spanish city, IKEA, Car-
refour, and Barajas, Valencia and Malaga 
airports. There’s also a large portfolio of 
projects in Latin America.

“With more than 35 years’ experience in 
the AV industry,” concludes Diego, “we fo-
cus on innovation, quality and trust, which 
is why we are the market leaders in PA/
VA in Spain. What also makes us different 
is that more than half our staff work in 
research and development. I feel safe in 
saying the relationship between LDA and 
Renkus-Heinz has resulted in a tremen-
dous solution for our customer.”

STI of Iconyx IC24 on the Platform

Custom painted Iconyx IC7 Mechanically Steered 
in Booking Halls
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VARIA offers three full-range enclosures. Our unique Renkus-Heinz 
Tuned Conic Diverter waveguide technology ensures seamless integra-
tion and transition between adjacent cabinets.

VARIA 101 models are available in 7.5°,15° and 22.5° versions. Each 
enclosure’s waveguide and cabinet sides are perfectly aligned to provide 
true point-source performance.

Coverage can be easily tailored to meet shape and SPL requirements 
for every venue. 15° and 22.5° cabinets offer optimal coverage for lower 
output applications; for higher output applications, multiple 7.5° can 
cover the same area.

Just as with coverage, consistency in level is easy to achieve: tight 
7.5° cabinets for long throw, 15° cabinets for medium throw, and 22.5° 
cabinets for nearfield applications. Any combination provides a smooth 
response.

This flexible approach to coverage and power density makes VARIA the 
ultimate modular solution

VARIA loudspeaker systems are designed to be the 
most flexible and versatile loudspeakers ever created. 
Equally at home in permanent installations, on tour, or 
in rental inventory, VARIA’s highly configurable enclo-
sures and ingenuous hardware make it easy to tailor 
each speaker to every application. 

VA / VAX101

7.5°

15°

22.5°

7.5°

15°

22.5°

VARIA Technology

VARIA integrates only the highest quality components, powerful mid and low-frequency 
woofers, lightweight neodymium Compression Drivers, all coupled to the most advanced 
cabinet and waveguide designs. The result is a system that delivers the sound and perfor-
mance you’ve come to expect from Renkus-Heinz.

With VARIA’s modular approach, cabinets can easily be configured as ground stacked 
systems, flown as vertical arrays, and even as powerful horizontal loudspeaker arrays. A 
wide selection of coverage angles is available: choose from 60, 90, or 120 degree pat-
terns, or make use of the unique Transitional WaveGuides, progressing from 60 to 90, or 
90 to 120 degrees within a single enclosure.

Available as self-powered enclosures or externally amplified, VARIA’s flexibility, power, 
and performance make it an ideal solution for the most demanding applications.
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Unlike other loudspeakers in its class, all VARIA full-range modules can be configured 
with traditional fixed-dispersion waveguides or with Transitional WaveGuides, allowing 
the dispersion to be matched to the venue.

VARIA 101 comes standard with 90° horizontal waveguides, designed for use in portable 
systems and temporary installations. For fixed installations, or for special-purpose rental 
inventory, VARIA 101 can be  equipped with standard 60° and 120° waveguides, or with 
60° to 90° to 120° Transitional WaveGuides.

These revolutionary Transitional WaveGuides deliver horizontal coverage that can seam-
lessly transition within a single cabinet.  This eliminates issues associated with using 
different waveguides in adjacent cabinets, ensuring optimal performance.

Arrays can now be designed with 60° coverage at the top for the longest throw, and 120° 
at the bottom for downfill, providing optimal coverage.

This versatility, coupled with the power density control of the three cabinet angles, and 
the ease of DSP gain-shading in RHAON amp modules, delivers a highly flexible solution 
to the challenges of a performance venue.

TRANSITIONING WAVEGUIDES - Adaptive Directivity

VARIA 101 GLL data in EASE and EASE  
Focus II simulation software allows users 
and system designers to quickly and  
accurately predict the response of the 
array. These powerful programs, coupled 
with the high resolution measurements  

EASE & EASE Focus II GLL Data

encapsulated in the GLL, allow for fast and 
accurate predictions of coverage and out-
put. The GLL allows the designer to select 
the appropriate waveguides, array angles 
and individual cabinet attenuation to pro-
vide the best coverage and intelligibity.

VA 101 -7/6

VA 101 -15/69

VA 101 -22/912

FRONT

VARIA array with Transitional WaveGuides

VARIA simulation in EASE Focus II
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coastal city of  
Oostende, one of  
the city’s classic  
architectural gems 
has been given a 
new lease on life 
with the first  
European  
installation of the 
new VARIA system, 
designed by TTAS 
and the country’s 
distributor for  
Renkus-Heinz, FACE

VARIA PACKS A PUNCH AT 
DE GROTE POST

Center: Steven Kemland, of FACE, with Renkus-
Heinz’s Håkan Sjöö and Jonas Domkus

Photos: Jonas Domkus
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one of the finest architectural creations of Belgium’s postwar period, and in 1981 the modernist style building was granted status 
as a protected monument. When the Post Office moved out in 1999, B-Architects, under the direction of Dirk Engelen, undertook 

the massive challenge of creating multiple modern theatres and performance spaces inside, while respecting the venue’s design ethos. 
The result is De Grote Post, a multi-purpose performing arts center unlike any other.

The main hall seats 431, and is designed for music, dance or traditional theatre performances. Created by B-Architects and acoustical 
designer Paul Mees of Daidalos Peutz, the venue’s distinctive triangular acoustic panels are accented by neon tubes, creating an eye-
catching décor from any seat. The smaller theatre is a more compact room, with the floor on hydraulic lifts, enabling it to be split into 
four separate areas, enabling artists to configure the venue to suit a wide range of performances and creations.

Designed by Marc Lambert of Gent-based theatre design group TTAS, the audio systems for De Grote Post boast the first European 
installation of the new VARIA modular point source line array from Renkus-Heinz. Four VARIA VA101 cabinets are hung per side, each 
array consisting of two VA101-7 7.5-degree cabinets, one VA101-15 15-degree box, and one VA101-22 22.5-degree box. A center cluster 
of two 22.5-degree cabinets augments coverage, along with a third cabinet ground stacked atop two VA15S subwoofers. Four TRX61 
loudspeakers provide front fill for the first few rows.

As Steven Kemland, Sales and Project Manager of Foundation for Audiovisual Commerce and Engineering (FACE) explains, VARIA was 
ideal for the venue’s challenging spaces. “Most of the systems we looked into would have required many more cabinets to provide even 
coverage across the entire seating area,” he says. “The VARIA’s variable coverage patterns enabled us to configure a system with fewer 
boxes than a traditional line array. It’s very compact and yet it sounds like a much larger system.” Sam Serruys, technical director of De 
Grote Post adds, “The results we have achieved with a system using 10” drivers is truly remarkable.”

The smaller theatre is outfitted with a ground stacked system with left and right stacks of two subs, topped by 22.5 degree and 7 degree 
cabinets. In addition, TTAS also specified mobile setups that could be mixed and matched to meet a wide range of program needs, from 
the smaller impromptu performance spaces to the larger outdoor courtyard. Here, FACE’s recommendation of the Renkus-Heinz CF-
101 point source line array system fit the bill perfectly. FACE also provided Avid SC48 digital consoles for the stages, as well as  
Behringer X32 mixers for the mobile setups. Microphones are a traditional mix of Shure, Audio Technica and Sennheiser, with additional 
system components by Radial, Omnicase, DPA, XTA, Powersoft, and ASL Intercom.

Kemland also gives the nod to FACE project engineers Stijn Vermeiren and Jeroen Willems, who completed the entire project from  
order to sound check, in less than four weeks’ time. De Grote Post director Stefan Tanghe says: “Oostende has long needed a  
performance space for smaller performances and exhibitions, as well as providing gallery space. Along with the large Het Kursaal  
theatre nearby, our city can now offer national  and international artists the state of the art facilities they expect to find.”

“The VARIA’s  
variable coverage 
patterns enabled 
us to configure a 
system with far 
fewer boxes than 
a normal line  
array…it sounds 
like a much larger 
system” – Steven 
Kemland, FACE
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GREAT EXPECTATIONS
Full Feature Article by Barney Jameson in May/June issue of Pro Audio Asia
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powerful tool in helping to introduce 
audio technology to potential new 

clients, but few come with as much history 
and prestige as Beijing’s Great Hall of the 
People. 

Occupying 171,800 sq-m of floor space and 
measuring 356m in length and 206.5m 
in height, the Great Hall of the People 
is undoubtedly an icon of the modern 
People’s Republic of China (PRC). Look-
ing out over Tiananmen Square from its 
Western edge, the Great Hall was originally 
constructed in just 10 months, officially 
opening in September 1959 to mark the 
10th anniversary of the PRC. Designed 
by Zhang Bo, it was built as one of the 
‘10 Great Constructions’, and has since 
become famous worldwide as the home of 
the National People’s Congress.

Most recently, the Great Hall was once 
again on the television screens of a global 
audience as the historical 12th National 
People’s Congress convened on March 
5th. But as the world watched Xi Jinping 
become the new president of the People’s 
Republic, a small number of audio tech-
nicians and specialists were equally 
concerned with ensuring that a very 
discreet, very special audio system was 
helping delegates to hear every moment 
with perfect clarity.

The system in question was from manu-
facturer Renkus-Heinz, whose Iconyx 
digitally steerable column arrays now form 
the backbone of the sound reinforcement 

GREAT EXPECTATIONS
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systems within the iconic building, follow-
ing a delicate renovation that took place 
shortly before March. Commissioned by 
the Management Office of The Great Hall 
of People and designed by China’s Radio, 
Film & TV Design and Research Institute 
(RFT), the new system takes in six large 
conference rooms and, most impres-
sively, the Great Hall’s famous and striking 
conference auditorium.

Yet as prestigious as the project was, it 
offered a unique set of challenges and 
pressures for contractor Beijing Zhong-
dahuatang Technology Co Ltd, and for 

Renkus-Heinz itself. In the world of 
professional audio, it’s often said that the 
reputation of brands and systems integra-
tors alike are only as strong as their last 
project, but when that project happens to 
be The Great Hall of the People, the phrase 
surely takes on a new level of truth.

Perhaps the greatest challenge met by 
the installation team was equipping the 
conference auditorium with a system capa-
ble of meeting its requirements of clear 
speech intelligibility and flawless coverage, 
all delivered by a system that had to be  
virtually invisible to onlookers. 

While the exterior of the Great Hall  
presents a famous visage, the audito-
rium is equally recognised by billions, not 
least for its elaborate and ornate ceiling 
bedecked with thousands of glittering, 
star-like lights, washing inwards to the 
grand and imposing red star at its centre. 
Many projects demand discreet solutions 
– the conference auditorium required that 
its sound reinforcement system should be 
clearly heard but never seen.

The space possesses a diameter of 
approximately 40m with a 10m height, 
accommodating an audience of thou-
sands. But as grand as it appears visually, 
acoustically it offers a difficult prospect, as 
Beijing Zhongdahuatang Technology Co Ltd 
explain. ‘The auditorium has a very difficult 
acoustical environment, with reverberation 
problems and reflections.’ 

Meeting all of the challenges presented 
to the technical team, two Renkus-Heinz 
Iconyx IC32-R-II column arrays have now 
been installed to the far left and right side 
of the Chairman’s position. Each column 
is made up of arrays of coaxial transduc-
ers, each with its own triple tweeter high 
frequency array. This ‘array within an 
array’ design is intended to reduce the 
distance between high frequency sources, 
thereby delivering improved HF perfor-
mance, consistent horizontal dispersion 
and a substantial reduction in the lobbing 
effect. A deep degree of control over 
dispersion patterns is achieved via the 
coupling of the physical design with DSP 
controlled over the manufacturer’s RHAON 
network.

As a result, while the spacing of the two 
columns would present too much of a 
challenge for a conventional loudspeaker 
installation, digital beam steering makes it 
possible to achieve the desired even  
coverage, regardless of how problematic 
the space may be.

"Few installation projects carry the prestige 
or the expectation of Beijing’s Great Hall of 
the People. Renkus-Heinz recently stepped up 
to the challenge."
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According to Beijing Zhongdahuatang 
Technology Co Ltd, the Iconyx IC32-R-II 
columns now ‘make the SPL even wher-
ever an audience member might be, 
whether they are in the front of the hall, 
the middle or at the back of the  
auditorium’. Adding a final touch of  
precision to the install, meanwhile, was a 
choice to roll off the SPL before it struck 

the rear wall of the auditorium, thereby 
avoiding potential reflections and harming 
speech intelligibility.

The result is reportedly impressive. ‘Even 
though the auditorium has such a difficult 
environment, the system still fulfils the 
standard requirements of producing more 
than 98dB SPL with a signal-to-noise ratio 
of NR-20 and STI-PA 0.5. The beam  
steering technology covers the whole  
auditorium with evenly distributed sound 
while avoiding the walls, the ceiling and 
delegate microphones.’

Nor have the IC32-R-II columns infringed 
upon the all-important décor. According 
the technical team ‘the thin cabinet design 
makes the columns easy to conceal within 
an installation – you hardly notice that 
there is a column speaker there’.  
Completing the audio install is a centre 
section of horns intended to form an 
‘acoustic bridge’ and capable of operating 
as a fully independent system, guaran-
teeing full redundancy within the overall 
design – a key requirement within the 
Great Hall. Additionally, an added benefit 
of being able to position the column speak-
ers so far apart is that they have left more 

space at the rear of the stage for LED 
screens. 

Elsewhere in the complex, the same tech-
nology has been deployed throughout 
the six conference rooms, each of which 
measures 300 sq-m with a height of 6m 
and a seating capacity for 90 people. 
The rooms have all been equipped with 
two IC8-R-II columns concealed within 
the walls to once again ensure the 
most discreet solution possible. Yet the 
construction of the walls themselves added 
a further complication – they are made of 
marble. Despite the highly reflective atmo-
sphere within each of the spaces the Iconyx 
columns are successfully delivering clear 
speech in every area.

The completed system is undoubtedly a 
triumph both for the team that imple-
mented it and for Renkus-Heinz itself. 
Indeed, the manufacturer can now boast 
of its loudspeaker technology solving one 
of the toughest acoustic environments in 
one of the highest profile buildings in the 
world. Perhaps most important of all is 
that while the results of the project will 
be obvious to all who hear the system in 
action, the loudspeakers will always stay 
discreetly hidden.

An IC8-R-II column discreetly 
installed in a marble wall.
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For an audio professional, creating a 
sound system for a large aquatic  
centre is not a simple task. The com-

bination of high walls, corrugated metal 
roofs, and an abundance of concrete, glass, 
and water makes for an acoustical environ-
ment that is far from pretty, even before 
it’s packed with noisy revelers.

Rising to the challenge was Chilliwack-
based Go Audio, the company behind the 
audio installations at both Cheam Leisure 
Centre and cross-town neighbor Chilliwack 
Landing Leisure Centre. Both projects 
employed a very novel design approach 
featuring the Renkus-Heinz Iconyx  
steered array.

Unlike most applications where the 
steered array is used as a vertical column 
line array, the approach at the aquatic  
centres involved suspending the Iconyx 
from the roof overhead, and steering the 
beams to focus the sound away from the 
walls and other highly reflective surfaces.

The Cheam project came first. Go Audio’s 
Mike Evans called Fred Gilpin, the local 

ICONYX DELIVERS A  
TOP-DOWN APPROACH  
FOR TWO AQUATIC CENTRES

Renkus-Heinz rep, and asked him to have 
a look at the project. “We’ve worked with 
Fred on other projects, including a church 
in Vancouver that had very challenging 
acoustics,” says Evans. “We installed 
Iconyx IC16 and IC8 there and it worked 
great, so we were confident that Iconyx 
would be the best choice.”

The Cheam system includes six IC7-WR 
powered column arrays, with a Rane pro-
cessor handling system DSP. “Because of 
the Iconyx’s very narrow vertical disper-
sion, we positioned four IC7’s horizontally 
over the outer walkway, aimed slightly 
inward,” Evans explains. “We were able to 
keep the sound completely off the walls 
and cover just the walkway and a bit of 
the pool. Two more IC7’s suspended at 
45 degrees cover the water with minimal 
overlap. The coverage is seamless  
wherever you are, with no need for delays.”

Based on the success of the Cheam proj-
ect, Go Audio was called back to revamp 
the audio system at Chilliwack Landing. 
“That project was a bit more challenging,” 
says Evans. “The space is configured a bit 

differently, and there was some ductwork 
we had to work around as well. We ended 
up using a total of ten Iconyx boxes to cover 
everything.” With an existing rack of Crown 
CTi-series amplifiers and wiring already 
in place, the decision was made to go with 
unpowered ICX7-WR units.

Evans reports that management and 
patrons alike at both venues have been 
very pleased with the results. “The primary 
objective was spoken word intelligibility for 
safety announcements and such,” he says. 
“But the Iconyx has been great for back-
ground music as well. Typically in this sort 
of environment, it’s just too reverberant to 
run background music at the levels neces-
sary to overcome the ambient noise. But 
with the Iconyx, the music is exceptionally 
articulate, even at lower levels.”

Evans concludes, “I was amazed the  
first time I stepped out of an Iconyx  
steered beam and immediately recognized 
how useful this speaker system would 
be! It’s very gratifying hearing the clar-
ity Iconyx delivers in these challenging 
environments.”

“The primary objective was 
spoken word intelligibility 
for safety announcements 

and such. But the Iconyx has 
been great for background 
music as well. Typically in 

this sort of environment, it’s 
just too reverberant to run 
background music at the 
levels necessary to over-

come the ambient noise. But 
with the Iconyx, the music 
is exceptionally articulate, 

even at lower levels.” 

- Mike Evans, Go Audio
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RENKUS-HEINZ POWERS 
TIERP DRAG RACE TRACK

The sound is ear-splitting: the howl 
of race-tuned engines ricocheting 
off the concrete walls of the long 

U-shaped arena. The brainchild of Lief 
Andréasson, the racetrack at Tierp is one 
of the world’s most modern drag  
racing arenas, and the first European drag 
racing track to be accredited by the NHRA 
(National Hot Road Association). Purpose-
built on an old military airfield just 120 
km (75 miles) north of Stockholm, this 
formerly derelict patch of wasteland has 
been transformed into 2.51km (1.56 miles) 
of motorsport racetrack with the capacity 
for 20,000 spectators.

With speeds of up to 530 km/h (330mph), 
it can also be one of the world’s most hair-
raising sports, although a long series of 
fatal crashes and spectacularly exploding 
engines has seen stringent safety  
measures introduced over the years. 
“We’ve built one of the best race tracks in 
the world,” enthused Tierp Arena co- 
director Lars Erik Lindberg, “one of the 
best facilities for drag racing anywhere.” 
Its inaugural year saw one European 
Championship race, and in 2012 two  
European Championships and two Swedish 
Championship races.

He continues: “The reason it’s one of the 
best is simple: the track is concrete so 
it’s really flat and stable; not so sensitive 
to weather or temperatures. Modeled on 
Formula 1 tracks, it now has one of  
Sweden’s longest straights, plus open 
hairpins and very fast corners. And the 
facilities are excellent: grandstands for 
20,000 people, many toilets, showers, and 
a large pit area with all the facilities the 
teams could want.”

LOUD – AND LOUDER STILL

If drag racing is loud, it follows that the 
commentary need be a few dBs more 
potent still. “The key to the audio for a drag 
racing audience is, of course, to make it 
loud,” says Karl-Gustaf Kahlau, of Renkus-
Heinz Sweden distributor  
Luthman SMTTS AB, “so the audience 
can hear what the commentator is saying 
above the noise of the cars. What they’ve 
done at Tierp Arena is to use line array 
modules that are powerful enough – but 
compact enough not to obscure sightlines. 
When the audience is watching a race, they 
obviously don’t want a bulky sound system 
in the way.

“With our help, they decided on low profile 
PNX102/LA line array modules, 24 boxes 
in total, bolted in pairs to customized steel 
ground frames to make 12 independent 
freestanding clusters, placed along the 
length of the racetrack at ground level 
pointing upwards towards the audience. 
The installer, Mr Lennart Johansson, 
designed a semi modular, semi-mobile 
transportation and multi-angle cabinet 
suspension system that was really well 
thought out and robust enough for our  
extreme weather conditions – up here it 
gets pretty cold in winter and hot in  
summer; you have to be well prepared.

“The critical factor, though, is that the 
commentary can be heard over the  
massive ambient noise. These compact 
line array modules are matched to high 
efficiency Powersoft amplifiers via a 
weather-insulated network of pre-installed 
underground cables under the racetrack, 
and weatherproofed ground facility panels, 

all running back to the amp rack room in 
the main building.” The room also serves 
to store the cabinets between races.

“Also,” adds Kahlau, “as this system is 
both modular and totally mobile, it  
offers the owners complete flexibility and 
economy of scale, so they can deploy it in 
various configurations on other parts of 
the site for presentations, speeches and so 
on.” Rock’n’roll is among them, he  
comments: “It gives them the option to rig 
the modules in a standard long left-and-
right line array configuration: the perfect 
system to set up in the space they have on 
site that could easily host a rock and roll 
concert for 10-20,000 people.”

A small-footprint PreSonus 16:0:2  
digital console with both live and recording 
capabilities is the system’s mix hub.  
The desk has proved popular in the  
Scandinavian market for small control 
rooms and churches which now benefit 
from refined all-digital solutions from 
RHAON-equipped Renkus-Heinz systems 
to small multi-purpose digital consoles. 
The PNX102/LA system was simulated in 
EASE which, using just two dual line array 
clusters, demonstrated a delivery of 105 
dB at the farthest positions.

Close to two cities and handy for hotels 
and all kinds of facilities, and near the air-
port, from a global perspective Tierp Arena 
is a perfectly placed for both residents 
and tourists alike, says Lindberg: “so what 
we’re aiming for, on top of drag racing, are 
a new racing series, a program of concert 
events and big winter events.” Also in their 
sights are plans for a host of other events 
including a general driving instruction 
course, motorbike races, a diesel power 
challenge event and an air show, along 
with new go-kart and rally-cross tracks.
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America’s capitol city is rich in history, 
and one of its most revered land-
marks is the United States Capitol 

building. Thousands of people tour the 
Capitol each day, and for most their visit 
includes the vast Central Rotunda.
 
Connecting both houses of Congress, the 
Rotunda has been described as the  
“symbolic and physical heart” of the  
Capitol, and is used as a backdrop for  
public and ceremonial events. At 96 feet 
(29m) in diameter, and just over 180 feet 
(55 m) high at its peaked canopy, it’s not 
hard to imagine the type of acoustical  
challenges the space presents.
 
“It’s always been a problematic space,” 
says Tom Jones, Engineer with Baltimore, 
MD-based Design and Integration, Inc. “It’s 
got about a nine second reverb time, and 
vocal intelligibility is just a mess.”
 
Needless to say, given the building’s land-
mark status, there was no room for any 
sound system design that would alter the 
venue’s aesthetic. “Requirement number 
one was that nothing could be mounted 
permanently,” says Jones. Design and 
Integration’s solution was to create a 
portable system that could be quickly and 
easily moved into place, based around 
Renkus-Heinz Iconyx digitally steerable 
arrays.

“They don’t hold high-profile events more 
than once or twice a month, but when 
they do it’s usually top-level government 
officials - in the past that has included the 
Vice-President, the Speaker of the House, 
or a visiting dignitary,” Jones explains. 

ICONYX 
BRINGS 
CLARITY TO 
US CAPITOL 
ROTUNDA

“The events are televised on C-Span, so 
they really need a system that’s highly 
intelligible with low visibility.” 

The system comprises four Iconyx IC16-R-
II arrays, each located at 90 degrees apart 
along the room’s circumference. “One of 
the requirements was that the speakers 
had to be located at the perimeter, to be 
out of view of audience and cameras,” says 
Jones. “The Iconyx was great - very narrow 
and low-profile.”
 
Setting up the Iconyx cabinets on tripods 
and positioning them is a quick and  
simple procedure, says Jones. “We’ve 
tuned the beams downward, at ear level 
with the seating, and away from the walls 
and dome.”
 
Aside from the Rotunda’s acoustics, Jones 
says another challenge in putting together 
the sound system is simple logistics. “The 
space is a major tourist attraction, and at 
any given time you’ve got literally  
hundreds of people walking through 
there,” he explains. “When we were doing 
the demo, we had a five minute window 
right after closing at 5:00 PM, So we were 
setting up the system while the place was 
packed with tourists.”
 
Adjacent the Rotunda to the south is the 
National Statuary Hall, a semi-circular 
space that was the House of Represen-
tatives chamber until 1857. As Jones 
observes, the Iconyx system’s portability 
enables them to set it up in the Statuary 
Hall just as easily. “We’re using a similar 
configuration, but it’s a smaller space and 
a bit less reverberant, and we can cover 

the whole space with a pair of Iconyx 
cabinets. We’ve set up presets so they can 
easily choose the space they want.”
 
Jones reports the system has been a  
tremendous improvement. “The  
intelligibility factor is far superior to any-
thing they’ve used in there in the past,” he 
says. “And being able to cover the entire 
space with only four self-contained sys-
tems is a huge time-saver.”
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The unique Molde Jazz Festival: one 
of Norway’s premiere events, and 
one of Europe’s leading and oldest 

jazz festivals. It's multiplicity of indoor and 
outdoor venues, old and new, have hosted 
artists from Chick Corea and Pat Metheny 
to Herbie Hancock, Stéphane Grapelli and 
Miles Davis. 2012’s star turn was multi-
million-selling, multiple Grammy Award 
winner Norah Jones.

Molde is a medium size shipbuilding 
and fishing port, that runs alongside the 
sparkling Romsdalfjord and is backed by 
a range of hills. Here we find the festival’s 
main stage, the outdoor Romsdalsmuseet 
(referred to by its ‘Museum’ shorthand 
title), the main stage powered by a high 
power STXLA/9 line array system, driven by 
MC2 amplifiers and XTA and XLNT Engi-
neer processors.

Over the years venues have included a 
gymnasium, clubs, theaters, churches, and 

Right, top: Halvard Fiksdal, 
Plassen production manager 

and his audio manager,  
Ingvar Kristiansen

Janelle Monàe

COOL JAZZ 
FROM COOL 
SPEAKERS
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open-air gigs at the Town Hall plaza. All 
constantly developing, year after year, and 
as ever Renkus-Heinz, through local pro-
duction company Molde Forum, provided 
pristine sound for nearly all locations, both 
indoor and outdoor.

Big news for the Festival in 2012 was the 
opening of a new, modern five-floor cultur-
al center, Plassen. It houses Teatret Vårt 
(the main theater), the Storyville Jazz Club, 
Molde’s library, an art center, a café – and 
the building’s flat rooftop with a temporary 
outdoor stage. Teatret Vårt was the scene 
of the IC2 system’s European début supple-
menting its installed IC Live system.

Renkus-Heinz sound systems abound 
around town, and the breadth of the venues 
was a perfect promo for the brand’s diver-
sity and ability to solve any electro-acoustic 
situation.

There’s only space for a brief snapshot of 
this week long multi-venue festival. A pair 
of IC Lives at the beautifully lit Domkirke 
church for a choral evening, where the dual 
IC Live stacks’ subwoofers were ringed 
with candles. The system’s purity and com-
mand of the nave made a beautiful match. 
Meanwhile, the dockside Alexandraparken 

space was turned into a tented venue, with 
PN102/LA arrays’ wide dispersion fitting 
the bill perfectly.

Molde Jazz Festival’s own audio production 
company, Molde Forum, is headed by Jo 
Tore Bæverfjord, and serves regular the-
ater and touring productions year-round. 
Asked what he thought of the new IC2 sys-
tem, Jo Tore replies: “It sounds incredibly 
good, but so does everything from Renkus-
Heinz. It’s the Ferrari of PA, which also 
means you must know what you are doing 
to drive it properly.”

Says Jo Tore: “We bought our first Renkus-
Heinz rig in 1982, and their support has 
never relented. So we had a lot of confi-
dence in investing in their digital beam 
steering products, which are fantastically 
versatile and profitable to use.”

“It sounds incredibly good, but so does everything 

from Renkus-Heinz. It’s the Ferrari of PA, which also 

means you must know what you are doing to drive it 

properly.” – Jo Tore Bæverfjord of Molde Forum

Neneh Cherry plays the Teatret Vårt at Plassen

Domkirke Church with discrete IC Live stacks

Seun Kuti
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Katarina Church, one of the major 
churches in south Stockholm, was 
originally built by royal decree in the 

17th century during the reign of Charles 
X of Sweden, and originally designed by 
architect Jean de la Vallée. Named after 
Princess Catherine, mother of the king, it 
has been destroyed by fire twice and was 
reopened after the second rebuilding in 
1995, restored to its former glory with a 
large dome and four smaller towers.

A large and imposing building, it seats 
up to 900 people in its wooden pews. In 
addition to its stone floors, white painted 
stone walls and splendid carved marble, is 
a gloriously ornate new organ, built by J.L. 
van den Heuvel Orgelbouw. 

In 1723 the church, together with half of 
the buildings in the parish, was completely 
destroyed in a major fire. Rebuilding 
started almost immediately, under Göran 
Josua Adelcrantz, the city architect, who 
designed a larger, octagonal tower. In 
May 17, 1990, the church burned down 
again. Almost nothing but the external 
walls remained. Architect Ove Hidemark 
was responsible for rebuilding the church, 
which was reopened in 1995.

Iconyx System Expands for 
Stockholm’s Katarina Church

A historic and ornate 
17th century church 
in south Stockholm, 
Sweden, twice  
destroyed by fire, 
finally has a new 
acoustic character 
that’s as beautiful as 
the building.

A fine pipe organ was built and installed by J.L. van den Heuvel Orgelbouw
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Like many churches, over the years 
Katarina Church had seen a variety of 
attempts to resolve the acoustics of its 
highly reverberant and complex space with 
different loudspeaker solutions.

Karl-Gustaf Kahlau of Renkus-Heinz 
Swedish distributor Luthman SMTTS 
AB explains: “The PA they had originally 
was a traditional horn system, and after 
that there was an attempt to introduce a 
traditional line array system which looked 
pretty intrusive and didn’t work well in 
acoustic terms.

“The biggest problem was the interior 
acoustics with a very long reverberation 
time of up to 8 seconds, and around the 
100Hz region it’s even longer.”

Now, Luthman SMTTS AB has updated 
the most recent PA system with an extra 
Renkus-Heinz digitally steerable system.

Kahlau continues: “A single Renkus-Heinz 
digitally steerable Iconyx IC32 column 
was demonstrated to the church, and 
after tuning the multiple beams, using 
BeamWare, to focus on specific areas of 
the congregation, it performed fantastically 

and the church people were delighted.

“It was great for everyday use and provided 
perfect speech intelligibility for sermons 
and so on. But because this is a very event-
filled church, with up to 1,000 people at 
many large events, they were renting in 
supplementary units to add more coverage 
and power especially for those events.

“So a recent decision was made to expand 
the existing single mono system, based 
on one Iconyx IC32 with IC16s as fills, into 
a stereo system with one IC32 on either 
side. With a little fine-tuning, again using 
Renkus-Heinz BeamWare to focus multiple 
individual beams from both columns on the 
different areas of the seating, the stereo 
Iconyx system has performed fantastically 
well without the need of any additional 
equipment, even for the largest events.

“Normally no subwoofer is required, as the 
system is capable of going down to around 
80Hz, sufficient for most of their needs, but 
one can be added as and when required.

”It’s been a great success and has 
completely solved their acoustic issues 
while blending in perfectly with the 
beautiful architecture.”

The original Iconyx system consisted of one IC32 with IC16s as fills: in the upgrade, another IC32 
was added to form a stereo system with tight beam control to control reverberation

Wooden pews, a tiled marble floor and soaring stone arches create a visual feast
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Olympia WA-based integrators CCI 
Solutions recently oversaw an ex-
tensive renovation of New Venture 

Christian Fellowship’s 1800-seat sanctu-
ary in Oceanside, CA, with an emphasis on 
the audio, video and lighting systems. As 
Rick Boring, Senior Systems Consultant 
for CCI explains, seamless networked 
audio was critical for this contemporary 
Christian church, as well as the speakers 
not interfering with the sanctuary’s new 
video screens and theatrical lighting. This 
didn’t leave sufficient height to hang a line 
array. “No matter where we tried to hide 
a line array, we were going to be blocking 
sightlines to the screen for somebody,” 

Boring said. “I could use larger enclosures, 
as long as they weren’t too tall, that had 
great pattern control.”

He opted for four Renkus-Heinz ST9-94R 
three-way self-powered speakers in an ex-
ploded cluster, and five delayed ST7M94R 
mid/high self-powered speakers. “With 
[these] speakers, when you are in the 
pattern, it is very consistent. The pattern 
dropoff is very accurate and we’re only put-
ting sound where it’s needed.”

The subwoofers posed another challenge 
because Boring didn’t want to ground stack 
the subs on each side of the stage, creating 

comb filtering. Installing separate stacks 
would cause summation or cancellation, 
depending on the frequency. It would also 
put too much low end in places it wasn’t 
needed or wanted, with a danger of the 
bass being picked up by the microphones 
on the stage. Boring opted, instead, for a 
cardioid sub array, with four DR18-2R 115V 
self-powered dual 18-inch subs hanging 
over the stage firing toward the congrega-
tion, and another two dual 18-inch subs 
firing backward toward the stage. “It cre-
ated a great pattern with rejection on the 
stage and super-consistent low-end across 
the congregation,” Boring said.
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He concluded, “I’m pleased with the instal-
lation of an incredible AVL system, and 
it performed magnificently! We helped 
the church congregation to experience 
wonderful worship and to allow the pastor 
to communicate effectively with his visually 
oriented style. This is the CCI way: to be 
seen and to be heard with excellence is 
what we strive for.”

TRANSPARENT 
TECHNOLOGY
New Venture Christian Fellowship 
chooses auditory and visual  
elements to stimulate worship.

Full Feature by Dawn Allcot in March edition of Sound & Communication 
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St. Katharinen is one of Hamburg’s five 
main churches, located between the 
city’s historic Speicherstadt district 

and the newly modernized Hafen City area. 
This grand medieval landmark dates back 
to the mid-13th century, and is home to 
the famed Baroque pipe organ played by 
Johann Sebastian Bach. 

St. Katharinen recently put the final 
touches on a major renovation project that 
spanned more than five years, at a cost 
of more than 23 million Euros. Acoustical 
and audio consulting for the project was 
handled by nationally renowned consulting 
firm Ingenieurbüro NordAkustik, and the 
project included a sophisticated digitally 
steered array design spearheaded 
by Andreas Klöhn and Rüdiger Aue 
of Hamburg-based Amptown System 
Company (ASC).

As Frank Chilinski, principal at 
Ingenieurbüro NordAkustik, explains, 
the project was rife with challenges. “As 
part of the modernization project, the 
church parish wanted a sound system 
that could deliver intelligibility as well as 
full frequency musical performance, and 
provide consistent coverage to the entire 
congregation.” 

The vast hall’s acoustics, with a natural 
reverberation time of around seven 
seconds, was only part of the challenge, 
says Chilinski. Further complicating the 
design were the sanctuary’s massive 
structural columns, which created natural 
“shadow” areas where additional speakers 
were required. And the pulpit and lectern 
are located in front of the loudspeaker 
positions, making it even more difficult to 
achieve acceptable gain before feedback.

And of course, the system had to integrate 
into the church’s classic architecture with 
minimal visual impact.

“Based on the requirements and the 
building’s unique architecture, it was clear 
to us that only the most modern high-
performance loudspeaker system could 
deliver the desired results,” says Chilinski.

The sound system is centered around 
Iconyx digitally steerable column line 
arrays from Renkus-Heinz. The main 

Historic Hamburg 
Church Gets Iconyx 

system comprises a pair of Renkus-Heinz 
IC Live ICL-FR-DUAL columns in front, 
augmented by 26 Iconyx ICX7 manually 
steerable arrays to provide fill to the blind 
spots behind the columns. Chilinski says 
the Iconyx, in combination with high-
quality microphones from Schoeps and 
Sennheiser, ensures excellent spoken 
word intelligibility to the very last rows.

“The very precise pattern control of the IC 
Live, along with the flat, linear response of 
the Schoeps CCM4 microphones enabled 
us to achieve a very natural sound, even 
at higher volume levels,” says Chilinski. 
“Although the hall’s natural reverb can 
still be heard, the intelligibility factor is 
excellent. For the congregation, it’s very 
pleasant and natural sounding.”

Chilinski adds, “during the planning and 
construction phases, we had a number 
of discussions with the church elders 
regarding whether we really needed such 
large loudspeakers, and so many of them. 
In the end, once they realized the power 
and the performance of the system, they 
were convinced.” 

As Rüdiger Voigt, a member of the St. 
Katharinen advisory committee concludes, 
“there’s such a difference between this 
new system and earlier loudspeaker 
technology, and the parishioners can 
really hear and appreciate it. With this new 
state-of-the-art technology, the word of 
God comes through clearly and naturally to 
every person in every pew.”

“Based on the 
requirements 

and the 
building’s unique 

architecture, it 
was clear to us 

that only the  
most modern 

high-performance 
loudspeaker 

system could 
deliver the 

desired results.”
– Frank Chilinski

A pair of Renkus-Heinz IC Live ICL-FR-DUAL 
columns in front, augmented by 26 Iconyx ICX7 
manually steerable arrays provide fill to the 
blind spots behind the columns.
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LIVING WORD 
GETS RENKUS-HEINZ
Living Word Fellowship’s 550-seat 

sanctuary recently underwent a long-
needed expansion and renovation that 

included new acoustical treatment, audio, 
and video systems designed and installed 
by Langley, BC-based Pro Sound and Stage 
Lighting Ltd. As Pro Sound’s John Drake 
explains, the room’s physical dimensions 
presented some interesting challenges.

“It’s a relatively wide room, and not very 
deep,” says Drake. “For the congregation, 
it’s great, because no matter where you 
sit, you feel close to the platform. But it 
definitely presented some issues in terms 
of coverage.” 

Using EASE Acoustical Simulation 
software, Pro Sound modeled the 
sanctuary, designing a new audio system 
based around a main Left-Right-Center 
cluster of three Renkus-Heinz PN121/6 
12-inch two-way loudspeakers. A pair of 
PN61R 6-inch boxes provides additional 
over-balcony fill, and a pair of PN212SR 

subwoofers mounted above the platform 
add deep low frequency support. On the 
platform, four PN121M floor monitors 
provide sound for the ministers and 
musicians.

Mounted in the steps of the stage platform, 
five CFX42 dual 4-inch two-way stair-step 
loudspeakers provide additional front fill 
coverage for the lower seating nearest the 
stage. “Rather than use side fills, we opted 
to aim the center cluster a bit higher to 
cover the balcony, which it does very well, 
and we added the speakers in the stairs 
for front fill,” says Drake. “Each of the stair 
step speaker is separately delayed. The 
imaging is exceptionally good no matter 
where you’re sitting.” 

“The Renkus-Heinz speakers were really 
the best choice in terms of coverage and 
performance,” says Drake. “They were a 
great fit for the room, and for the Church’s 
program needs.”

John Drake, Pro Sound and Stage Lighting Ltd.
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The Church of the Greater Faith is an 
active and forward-thinking Pente-
costal congregation that has been 

growing by leaps and bounds, thanks in no 
small part to their contemporary approach 
to worship. Indeed, Greater Faith’s rapid 
growth has been a source of both joy and 
challenges, and as their numbers have 
swelled, their modest 700-seat sanctuary 

Indiana Church is Home to One of 
the First Varia Systems in the US.

GREATER 
FAITH
GETS 
VARIA

now hosts two Sunday morning services, 
with a third service added in the afternoon. 

The peaked, metal A-frame structure has 
long suffered from challenging acoustics, 
and as Jason Ryder, General Manager of 
Lake Charles, LA-based Porche Advance 
Systems explains, efforts over the years 
to improve the situation have only made 
things worse. 

“Their original system was poorly designed 
and underpowered to begin with, and they 
spent the next 11 years trying to fix it,” 
says Ryder. “The end result was a patch-
work of mis-wired, out-of-phase compo-
nents, and a room with dead spots and 
really poor, uneven coverage everywhere.”

“They knew they ultimately needed to 
replace the entire system, but they had 
been reluctant to do so because they were 
looking at moving to a larger venue within 
the next couple of years,” adds owner 
Jacob Porche. “But with Varia, we were 
able to design an expandable, flexible 
system that would work for them now, and 
become part of their new system later. 
When they build the new sanctuary, these 

three cabinets will become the bottom 
three cabinets in a larger, eight-cabinet 
array. The fact that this was an investment 
that could grow with them was a huge 
plus.”

The new system comprises left and right 
arrays, each with three Varia cabinets. 
“The top box has a 90 by 7 degree horn 
pattern, the middle cabinet has the tran-
sitional horn that goes from 90 to 120 
degrees wide by 15 degrees vertical, and 
the bottom unit covers 22 degrees vertical 
by 120 degrees wide,” says Porche. “That 
tapered approach enabled us to cover the 
entire space without resorting to EQ and 
processing, and to achieve a remarkably 
flat response from left to right. There is not 
a single dead spot in the entire sanctuary 
now.”

Ryder says the congregation’s response 
to the new system has been unmistak-
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With VARIA, we were 

able to design an expand-

able, flexible system that 

would work for them 

now, and become part of 

their new system later.

“

”

able. “They were all singing louder and 
moving with the music – the energy 
level in the room was fantastic.” And the 
message is getting across now too. “One 
of the church’s board members came up 
to me after a service to thank me,” adds 
Porche. “He said it was the first time 
he’d ever been able to hear every word of 
the sermon, and every instrument in the 
band.”

“With Varia, Renkus-Heinz has developed a 
system that can truly adapt to any environ-
ment,” Porche concludes. “The system’s 
variable coverage means it can work in any 
room, and its modular, expandable design 
means that the system will not become 
obsolete once the church moves to larger 
quarters.“
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The striking Heydar Aliyev Center in Baku, the capital of  
Azerbaijan, is an architectural icon in this oil-rich city. Its 

world-leading architect requested an invisible sound system. 
There was only one answer: Iconyx digital beam steering, a 

world class solution with high intelligibility.

Heydar Aliyev: 
Technology fit for Art

As seen in the Full Feature Article in Nov/Dec issue of Mondo dr
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If ever there was a work of architecture 
that called for performance technology 
worthy of its sleek and lustrous lines, 

then the curvaceous, otherworldly Heydar 
Aliyev Center in Baku, the capital of  
Azerbaijan, must surely be it.

The fluid, organic curves of this 100,000 
sq m (120,000 sq yd) creation – the work 
of leading London-based Iraqi-British 
architect Zaha Hadid – is a visual standout 
even in this city of towering, landmark 
new-build projects.

With its wealth based on huge oil reserves, 
the largest city on the Caspian Sea, Baku’s 
two million population – a quarter of the 
country’s inhabitants – has a wealthy, arts-
going demographic. When it was proposed 
to build an arts complex as a tribute to the 
late former president and father of the 
country’s President Ilham Aliyev, no holds 
were barred.

The Heydar Aliyev Center’s main audito-
rium/conference hall sits beside other 
cultural spaces including a gallery and 
museum, all represented by folds in a 
single continuous surface. The design 
philosophy was also guided by Hadid’s 

insistence that all technology in the main 
980-seat auditorium must be invisible to 
the audience.

Lead technical contractor A Group, based 
in Turkey, was awarded the contract for 
audio, lighting and visual design and 
installation, with Suat Durkan heading a 
20-strong project team. The company has 
previous experience in the country and was 
the “perfect fit” for the project, commented 
Durkan.

A Group addressed the issue of ‘invisibility’ 
by recommending Renkus-Heinz digitally 
steerable IC Live arrays to focus tight 
beams of sound from hidden locations 
precisely into specific audience areas, with 
the highest possible level of audio fidelity 
for both speech and music.

A Group supplied the complete technical 
design and fit-out including a mechani-
cal stage system and orchestra pit, with 
a specially designed balustrade, and 
acoustic towers in front of the loudspeak-
ers. “We had originally planned to install 
the speakers directly onto the walls,” he 
says, “but the architect did not want to see 
any technical products. So we designed a 

system of wooden slots with acoustic cloth, 
providing 100% audio transmission.”

The towers neatly conceal eight Renkus-
Heinz IC Live ICL-FR digitally steerable 
column arrays, each equipped with multi-
channel class D digital amplifiers with in-
tegral DSP engines controlling every array 
element with programmable precision, and 
equipped with RHAON, the Renkus-Heinz 
Audio Operations Network.

Each ICL-FR delivers 105 dB SPL, with 
flat output response from 80 Hz to 20 kHz. 
Extending the low frequency range are four 
BP15-2R RHAON-enabled 2x15” self-pow-
ered subwoofers and four CF1215R self-
powered RHAON-enabled stage monitors.

Says Durkan: “This Center is of great 
cultural and architectural significance to 
the arts in Baku and we are very proud 
to have made a major contribution to the 
performance technologies that help make 
it so special. We provided high quality, high 
intelligibility sound from sources that can-
not be seen by the audience – exactly as 
the architects and designers required.”
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CICONYX DELIVERS 
FOR THE DAILY PLANET

Overcoming a Towering Acoustical Challenge at 
North Carolina’s Museum of Natural Science.
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Already one of the largest facilities 
of its kind, Raleigh’s Museum of 
Natural Sciences recently completed 

work on an impressive new addition: the 
80,000 square foot Nature Research Center 
(NRC). Featuring state-of-the-art labs, 
research opportunities, and numerous 
interactive exhibits, the crown jewel of the 
new NRC wing is surely the SECU Daily 
Planet, an intensely immersive, three-story 
multimedia space that engages visitors 
with a flurry of sight and sound, while 
offering a powerful message about the 
wonders of science in our daily lives. 

Designed to facilitate both pre-recorded 
and live content, the Daily Planet’s 
massive, three-story visual display runs 
continually—projecting a variety of poetic 
and informational content to excite the 
senses. A small stage at ground level also 

allows for occasional live presentations. 
The entire Daily Planet exhibit resides in 
a massive, dome-shaped room with two 
balcony levels extending seven feet into its 
center. The three-level design allows visi-
tors to choose from three unique vantage 
points as they take in any of up to 50 
powerful presentations that run through-
out the day. 

With its unique ellipsoidal shape and 
vantage points from a main level and 
two balconies, delivering impactful and 
immersive audio consistently to all three 
levels presented numerous obstacles. 
Rising to the challenge were AV integrators 
Electrosonic, in partnership with Milford, 
CT-based SH Acoustics, who created a 
system centered around Renkus-Heinz’s 
Iconyx series steerable column arrays. 

“Unlike similar spaces – for example, 
an Omnimax Theater – the Daily Planet 
needed to accommodate a variety of differ-
ent formats, including lectures and live 
performances,” explained Steve Haas, 
Founder and President of SH Acous-
tics. “The room’s unique design and its 
numerous reflective elements created 
some unique challenges right from the 
beginning. We knew we couldn’t simply 
apply tons of sound-absorptive materials 
because deadening the room too much 
wouldn’t work well for lectures.”

As Haas observes, the Iconyx digitally 
steerable beam technology would allow 
them to more effectively direct the output 
and avoid unwanted reflections, while 
at the same time addressing the unique 
acoustic requirements at all three levels. 
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“We decided very early that we wanted to 
create three different audio experiences 
on each of the three levels,” explained 
Haas. “In addition, each level needed to 
be surround sound, and most importantly, 
needed to ensure minimal interaction 
between adjacent levels and the rest of the 
room. This is where the Iconyx system was 
a no-brainer.” 

The complete Renkus-Heinz loudspeaker 
complement includes eight Iconyx IC8-R-
II digitally steerable arrays for mains, 
augmented by ten SG61-2R powered 
two-way systems for surround, with three 
PN112SUB 12-inch powered subwoofers 
providing powerful low-end reinforcement. 

Haas elaborates, “The first and second 
levels each include left, center, and 
right, as well as four surrounds. On the 
third level the dome is much tighter, so 
we opted for just left and right with two 
surrounds. For low frequencies, we placed 
all three subwoofers on the second level. 
There simply wasn’t enough room for 
discreet subs on each level, so we config-
ured each one as the point sources for the 
adjacent levels, and delayed the LF signal 
appropriately from the first level, second 
level and third level. It actually worked 
quite well.” 

Once installed, Haas and his team were 
able to take full advantage of the Iconyx 
system’s beam steering capabilities to dial 
in the perfect output at the ground floor 
and both balconies. 

 “We needed to make sure that we had a 
very tight pattern—at least vertically—so 
that the experiences at each level did not 
interact with each other in any appreciable 
way.” Haas explains. “We were able to 
get the second and third levels sounding 
fantastic with little difficulty. The first level 
was a bit more challenging, but the Iconyx 
beam steering, combined with the careful 
addition of diffusion materials, made all 
the difference.”

After the system was configured, Haas 
worked with the museum production staff 
to save a number of unique output presets 
that could be easily retrieved to accommo-
date different program types. 

 “There are several different modes 
including a presentation mode and a 

media mode,” says Haas. “We even gave 
the producers the opportunity to have a 
secondary beam from some of the upper 
arrays—like from the second level down 
to the first level—in case they wanted a 
spot effect or some other secondary sound 
source.”

In the end the results speak for them-
selves. The new NRC wing and Daily Planet 
exhibits are big hits with museum attend-
ees and management alike. And for Haas, 
this is yet another seemingly impossible 

acoustic challenge conquered through a 
synergy of great technology, real-world 
know how and savvy partnerships. 

Haas sums it up: “We like challenges, and 
we have a very long history of working 
successfully with Electrosonic on unique 
projects like this. We absolutely love 
coming up with unique solutions, and as 
a technology partner, Renkus-Heinz has 
always been there with fantastic tools. 
They’re just great to work with.“
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Completed in 1886, the Slovak National 
Theatre was designed by Viennese 
architects Ferdinand Fellner and 

Hermann Helmer. Since 1920, the ornate, 
1,000-seat building has been the seat of 
the Slovak National Theatre opera and  
ballet ensembles, and some of the world’s 
top opera and ballet talents have  
performed there, too. 

Its acoustics, however, have come under 
more scrutiny. A very short RT, while  
acceptable for opera, doesn’t suit orches-
tral performances. A narrow stage faces a 
long auditorium where the rear seats are 
22 metres distant. Uneven sound levels 
confronted its numerous balconies.

A subtle sound reinforcement system, 
effectively invisible to the audience, was 
needed, and the theater approached Medi-

aTech, Bratislava’s largest pro  
audio company.

EASE analysis led to them recommend-
ing the IC Live digitally steerable system. 
Its clear, uncolored musical sound, the 
ability to steer multiple sound beams into 
specific areas of the audience and small 
size – completed by a custom paint finish 
to match the décor – won the day.

The system includes extra reverb for or-
chestral shows via a TC Electronics M6000, 
with a Yamaha PM5D console linked di-
rectly to the IC Live system via CobraNet.

“The audience had to be unaware of sound 
reinforcement,” says MediaTech’s project 
manager Miroslav Paciga. “IC Live allowed 
us to achieve that subtle effect while being 
visually unnoticeable.”

SLOVAK  
NATIONAL THEATRE 
UPGRADES TO IC LIVE

MediaTech's Bohumil Tonkovič   and  
Miroslav Paciga
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For more than 25 years, the Comedy 
Club Stardome has built a reputation 
as one of the most respected  

comedy showcases, not just in the state 
but in the entire Southeast. The club’s 
stage has hosted some of the biggest 
names in comedy, including Margaret Cho, 
Craig Ferguson, Lewis CK, Sinbad, and 
Pauly Shore, as well as a regular roster of 
new and innovative talent. 

The room’s tiered, dinner theater style 
seating offers a few interesting acoustical 
challenges. As Patrick Sobers of Birming-
ham-based Media Visions explains, “it’s a 
fan-shaped room, with dinner theater style 
table seating on tiered rows. But the front 
section is almost at orchestra pit level; you 
don’t get to stage height until the third or 
fourth row.”

VARIA DELIVERS SERIOUS PERFORMANCE 
AT COMEDY CLUB STARDOME

With a throw to the last row of around 60 
feet, the problematic space called for a 
sound system that could be shaped to cre-
ate the custom coverage the room needed. 
Media Visions recommended the Renkus-
Heinz VARIA modular point source array. 

The system comprises left and right  
arrays, each with a single VAX101-15 and 
VAX101-22 cabinet. Each array is topped 
with a VAX15S subwoofer. “The top box 
has a variable 60 to 90 degree coverage, 
and the bottom one goes from 90 to 120 
degrees,” says Sobers. Additional front 
fill is provided by a pair of CFX41 com-
pact coaxial speakers, with CFX81 8-inch 
cabinets covering rear delay and side fills. 
The system is powered by Lab Gruppen 
amps, with a Biamp Nexia handling system 
DSP. A PreSonus StudioLive 24.4.2 digital 
console handles Front of House duties. 

Sobers quotes the club’s owner, Bruce 
Ayers, as saying the system “sounds  
absolutely awesome.”  

“They’ve struggled for several years with 
systems that didn’t really meet their 
needs,” says Sobers. “VARIA enabled us to 
design a system that delivers consistent, 
full range coverage and great intelligibility 
to the entire room.”

VARIA enabled us to design a system that 

delivers consistent, full range coverage and 

great intelligibility to the entire room.” 

– Pat Sobers, Media Visions

“
”
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The Detroit suburb of West Bloomfield 
is known for its lush, rolling hills, 
palatial homes, and sense of commu-

nity. And the Jewish Community Center is 
a local nexus, a sprawling campus offering 
athletic facilities, continuing education, a 
range of community outreach programs. 
The JCC is also home to the Berman  
Center for the Performing Arts, a newly-
built 600-seat theater hosting a steady 
calendar of music, dance, performance, 
film festivals, and special events.

The theater is designed for flexibility, with 
movable walls that close to form two adja-
cent ballrooms, or open to create a single 
large theater, with pull-out seating that 
expands the main room’s 300 seats to 600. 

Michigan’s  
Berman Center  
Gets the  
Renkus-Heinz 
Treatment

“It’s very much a multi-use facility,” ex-
plains Advanced Lighting and Sound’s Bob 
Sullivan, the contractors on the project. 
“The system had to be adaptable to several 
different room configurations, and sound 
good across a wide range of program 
material.”

“It’s a rather wide room, and that was a 
concern from an audio perspective,” says 
Tim Hamilton of Grand Rapids, MI-based 
Acoustics By Design, the consultants 
behind the audio and video design. “But 
the client specified that the speakers 
have low visual impact. So the challenge 
was to provide adequate coverage using a 
minimal number of speakers. In addition, 
the speakers at the rear of the hall had to 
function as separate audio systems when 
the space was configured as two multi-
purpose rooms, or as delay speakers for 
the main system when it was configured 
as one large room – two very different 
scenarios.”

The main sound system is comprised of 
left and right arrays of two Renkus-Heinz 
ST4R three-way tri-amped loudspeakers. 
CFX212M two-way systems at the rear of 
the hall act as delays or provide separate 
coverage, depending on the configura-
tion. Crown amplification powers the CFX 
units. A Yamaha M7CL 48-channel console 
handles FOH duties, with DSP handled by 
a Yamaha DME 24N processor. Several 
more CFX212M boxes provide monitoring 
on stage.

Hamilton says the venue’s relatively low 
ceiling added another challenge. “It was a 
bit tricky configuring the arrays to deliver 
a true stereo image from where we had to 

position them, but the ST4’s coverage  
and pattern control made it easier to  
accomplish.”

“Commissioning the system was a breeze,” 
adds Sullivan. “When you’re setting it up, 
you can pay attention to the room, not the 
presets. They’ve simplified the whole  
process – it’s all in the box.”

A 28-foot Da-Lite screen provides video, 
using a Sanyo PLX70 projector. A matrix of 
four Sanyo 400-series flat panel displays 
is used for digital signage, and as a single 
display for overflow.

Hamilton reports the feedback from the 
client has been overwhelmingly posi-
tive. “When they first saw the size of the 
system, there was some concern over 
whether it would be loud enough, and 
whether it would cover the whole room. 
Once we turned it on, it was clear that it 
was more than enough, and everyone was 
quite pleased.”

“The speakers sound great in the room,” 
says Sullivan. “Coverage is smooth and 
consistent across the entire area. It’s a very 
well thought out solution.”
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The recently refurbished Lebanese 
Parliament building in Beirut, whose 
tall, domed central parliament build-

ing has long proved acoustically challeng-
ing, has been equipped with a Renkus-
Heinz Iconyx digital beam steering system, 
designed to bring clarity and high intelligi-
bility to this iconic space.

Located in downtown Beirut, close to the 
Grand Serail, or Government Palace head-
quarters of the Prime Minister of Lebanon 
on Serail Hill, the new audio project proved 
an equally interesting audio challenge to 
Nader Arzouni, the General Manager of 
system integrator Mac Audio sarl – but one 
he said he was very happy to tackle. 

“We deal with all the Lebanese Repub-
lic’s government departments,” he said 
proudly, “including the Prime Minister’s 
office and parliament buildings.”

Split into two divisions, entertainment and 
corporate, Mac Audio provides audiovisual 
equipment for a variety of projects from 
fixed installations, televised events and live 
shows to providing small sound systems, 
simultaneous translations and projection 
facilities for corporate conferences. 

RENKUS-HEINZ ICONYX  
BRINGS CLARITY 

TO BEIRUT PARLIAMENT

The nature of the parliament building’s 
architecture, in particular the dome, meant 
there were numerous problems with long 
reverberation times, resulting in multiple 
reflections and poor speech intelligibility, a 
major drawback for any debating chamber.

During the Lebanon civil war, the building, 
like the Grand Serail, had been seriously 
damaged and its renovation to its present 
state of splendor is a symbol of the vision 
and challenge involved in the reconstruc-
tion of Beirut city center. All contracting 
and handicrafts, including stone, marble, 
steel and carpentry works, were carried 
out by Lebanese firms.

The building was designed in 1931 by 
Beaux-Arts architect Mardiros Altounian 
(1889-1958), a graduate of the Ecole des 
Beaux Arts in Paris in 1918.

Built in 1933, in Place de l’Etoile (Sahet el-
Nejmé), a Parisian-style roundabout where 
six broad avenues intersect, the facade of 
the Lebanese parliament building has an 
imposing symmetrical structure with an 
oriental revivalist style, articulating histori-
cal regional references, with neo-Mamluk 
overtones. The square is believed to be on 

the site of the Roman Forum of Berytus, 
where the Roman School of Law once 
stood, before being leveled by the great 
earthquake of 551 AD. 

The Parliament of Lebanon’s 128 mem-
bers are elected to a four-year terms in 
multi-member constituencies, apportioned 
among Lebanon’s diverse Christian and 
Muslim denominations. Its major functions 
are to elect the President of the republic, 
to approve the government (although ap-
pointed by the President, the Prime Minis-
ter, along with the Cabinet, must retain the 
confidence of a majority in the Parliament), 
and to approve laws and expenditure.

Today, the building is a blend of heri-
tage architecture with a modern interior 
complete with contemporary high-tech 
amenities. This is where Mac Audio came 
in, contracted to provide the best audio 
systems to meet the demands of the reju-
venated city.

For the parliament’s main hall, with its 
church-like domed roof, Mac Audio speci-
fied Iconyx, using its beam steering capa-
bilities to focus audio beams on individual 
seating areas and away from the roof and 
walls. The company also installed acoustic 
fiber ceiling panels to reduce the ambient 
RT.

The ground floor’s main area, with seating 
for 165 including 128 deputies, is covered 
by two Iconyx IC8 columns, with a pair of 
IC7 mechanically steerable units for the 
president’s podium. Two IC16s serve the 
balcony level, where up to 100 guests can 
be accommodated.

Two Shure feedback eliminators, one for 
the balcony and another for the main hall, 
a Crest Audio rackmount mixer and a 
single XTA DP448 controller to add even 
more flexibility to the main floor’s IC8s, 
complete the system. A final touch was the 
provision of Renkus-Heinz SGX41 compact 
cabinets for the Prime Minister’s residen-
tial palace.

As the technical skills of the system opera-
tors can vary widely, Mac Audio preset the 
system so that very little adjustment is 
needed, making life as simple for them as 
possible.

“It’s all very good,” said Nader Arzouni, “a 
very flexible system that has completely 
eliminated all the old intelligibility issues 
and delivered a modern, crystal clear sys-
tem that parliament is delighted with.” 
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ANCIENT AND MODERN 
ICONYX FOR THE ICONIC

Construction of The Merchant  
Adventurers' Hall began in 1357. 
Over 650 years later, it is still in use 

as a fully functioning museum. One of the 
world’s finest surviving medieval guild 
halls, its architectural and historical  
significance cannot be understated, and 
when POLARaudio and Saville Audio Visual 
were tapped to design a modern audio 
system, it was clear changes to the hall’s 
aesthetics were not negotiable.  

The system was to cover two separate 
rooms, capable of operating independently 
or across the entire venue. The large room 
required speech and background music 
systems as well as a conferencing system, 
with a speech-only system for the smaller 
room. 

POLARaudio selected a pair of Iconyx 
IC16-R-II arrays, custom painted to blend 
almost invisibly with the pillars. Iconyx 
steered beam technology enables sound 
designers to cover almost any audience 
area perfectly. Multiple sonic beams can 
be individually shaped and aimed from a 
single Iconyx array with great precision. In 
the main hall this made it possible to steer 
the sound away from interior's many hard 
surfaces and vaulted ceilings.

The system comprises an Mc2 T4-250 
amplifier and Biamp Nexia CM DSP 
Processor, alongside the Renkus-Heinz 
ICONYX IC16s, as well as Renkus-Heinz 
CFX 81 and CFX 61 speakers situated in the 
smaller room. Two Biamp Red 1 control-
lers are employed to facilitate the required 
independent source selection and volume 
control.

"The Heritage people were understandably 
adamant that the installation should sit as 
invisibly as possible in its surroundings,” 
stated POLARaudio business development 
manager Mark Bromfield. “The Merchant 
Adventurer's Hall is a beautiful building in-
side and out and we were conscious of our 
responsibility to meet this part of the brief 
as sympathetically as possible. Having 
colour matched the speakers as closely as 
we could, they were then installed to blend 
with the timber-work...the sophistication 
of the Iconyx technology meant we could 
overcome the many difficulties that a space 
like this might present. We felt confident 
that we had succeeded when the first post-
install visitors didn't actually notice the 
speakers and yet were knocked out by the 
quality of the sound!"

Captain Stephen Upright RN, Clerk to the 
Company of Merchant Adventurers of the 

City of York could not disguise his  
enthusiasm: 

"The nature of this ancient building, which 
was not designed with acoustics in mind, 
undoubtedly presented a challenge for 
the design of a system to perform as the 
Merchant Adventurers wished. In addition 
the 650 year-old fabric of the Hall requires 
sensitive treatment when modern equip-
ment is being introduced. I’m happy to say 
that all of these challenges were met in 
this project; the installation was trouble-
free and completed to time, the fabric of 
the Hall was accommodated seamlessly 
and the appearance of the new equipment 
does not diminish the beauty of the space 
– in fact it is barely visible! Members of the 
Company who have for years struggled to 
hear speeches and presentations in the 
Hall are unreservedly happy at the trans-
formation in the quality of their experienc-
es in the building and commercial cus-
tomers have been absolutely delighted by 
the performance. All-in-all the Company 
of Merchant Adventurers is an extremely 
content customer!”

While perhaps not the largest, the most 
complex or the most difficult project 
for these audio professionals, it rates 
extremely highly, serving, as it does, to 
illustrate that 21st Century cutting edge 
sophistication can not only sit comfortably 
amongst the timbers of a 14th Century 
meeting house but do so quite invisibly and 
in such a way as to actually better support 
the original purpose of the building. 
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Chaminade 
Prep  
Graduates to 
Great Sound  
with  
Iconyx

When Chaminade High School for 
Boys opened its doors in 1952, it 
was housed in a converted military 

academy in Los Angeles that played host 
to 114 students. Since then, the school 
(now co-ed and known as Chaminade Col-
lege Preparatory School) has expanded to 
include middle and high schools on two 
campuses in the Los Angeles suburbs of 
Chatsworth and West Hills. The school's 
notable alumni include Academy Award-
winning cinematographer John Longneck-
er, keyboardist David Paich, and comedian 
Gallagher.

The Chatsworth campus hosts the high 
school, which has recently added the Tutor 
Family Center for the Performing Arts, a 
high tech 600 seat auditorium and perfor-
mance space equipped with distributed 

video in the lobby areas, and a full  
theatrical sound reinforcement system 
featuring Renkus-Heinz Iconyx digitally 
steered loudspeaker arrays.

The system employs two Iconyx ICLive 
DUAL columns, one on each side of the 
stage. As Art Rautenberg of JK Design 
Group in nearby North Hills, California 
explains, the Iconyx columns were selected 
both for their control and their form factor.

"The side walls are all brick, the room is 
pretty reflective, and we were concerned 
about the acoustics," says Rautenberg. 
"The Iconyx enabled us to steer the sound 
and direct it away from the walls and re-
flective surfaces and into the seating area."

The Iconyx columns' slim profile was an 
ideal fit for the space as well, Rautenberg 
observes. "The architect had left us very 
little space to mount the loudspeakers," 
he says. "We basically had a small alcove 
on either side of the stage that wasn't very 
wide. So the Iconyx columns are set back a 
bit into the alcove areas." The installation, 
performed by Audio Video Design Build 
Group (AVDB), also includes a Yamaha 
M7CL console installed at Front of House.

"The Iconyx really was the ideal solution 
for this particular challenge," Rauten-
berg concludes. "They've got incredible 
frequency response and tight control over 
the sound beams. They sound great on the 
orchestral stuff and great for theater and 
spoken word programs. They really fit the 
application perfectly."

The Iconyx have  

incredible frequency 

response and tight 

control over the sound 

beams.  They really fit 

the application perfectly

“

”
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Eau Claire’s oldest building, the stately 
brick façade of Schofield Hall dates 
back to the beginnings of this storied 

campus in 1916. In addition to the Uni-
versity’s main administration offices, the 
building is home to the Schofield Audi-
torium, a 600-seat multi-purpose venue 
that was recently treated to a complete 
renovation, from new seating and décor 
to modern, high-performance audio and 
video systems.

“The room is primarily used for lectures, 
guest speakers and small group perfor-
mances, and our primary focus was on 
achieving superior intelligibility,” explains 
Nancy Carlson of Audio Architects in Chip-
pewa Falls. “But there are also a number 
of smaller musical groups and other 
performances in there, and we wanted 
to design a system that would be flexible 
enough to adapt to a wide range of pro-
grams and performances.”

The system includes one of the first instal-
lations of the new generation of Iconyx IC 
Live digitally steered column arrays. As 
Carlson explains, the hall’s new architec-
tural design enabled the two ICL-FR-TRIP 
columns to be completely concealed.

“They wanted a classic look, much like 
when the auditorium was built in 1916, 
and they didn’t necessarily want to see the 

speakers,” Carlson says. “They had de-
signed some decorative columns on either 
side of the proscenium, which provided 
us with a perfect location for the Iconyx 
columns.” Four DR18-2R dual 18-inch 
powered subwoofers are also concealed in 
cavities in the front wall. “We had to have a 
general contractor reinforce the platforms, 
but we were able to hang a sound-trans-
parent panel in front of them, making them 
equally unseen,” Carlson adds.

The audio system also includes a large-
format Yamaha M7CL 48-channel digital 
console at Front of House. “We provided in-
puts at several different points in the room, 
and on stage, all wired back to the FOH 
console,” says Carlson. A Biamp AudiaF-
LEX CM unit handles system DSP.

Carlson says the IC Live’s steered beam 
technology provided an ideal solution for 
one of the room’s biggest challenges. “We 
needed to find a way to provide sound to 
the under-balcony seating, which was only 
about seven feet from floor to ceiling, while 
also providing even coverage to the upper 
balcony area. The Iconyx enabled us to 
direct individual sound beams both above 
and below the balcony, giving us consis-
tent and even coverage to every seat in the 
house, without the need for under-balcony 
fills.”

UNIVERSITY OF WISCONSIN’S 
SCHOFIELD AUDITORIUM 

GETS NEXT GEN IC LIVE
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